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Tourstart iPhone app for motorcyclists 
Where to ride on the motorcycle and which route to ride? 

This is a major question for any motorcyclist. Motorcyclists want to get the good experience and also want to share 

their best rides with fellow bikers.  

This is possible with the Tourstart app, where you will find a lot of motorcycle roads worldwide and a lot of events to 

ride to. In addition you can plan your ride on the iPhone ensuring the ride will be a pleasure from start home to 

reaching the destination and until being home again. 

Motorcycle event 

You can find motorcycle events worldwide on Tourstart where is it also possible to read about the event and see 

pictures and videos. You find a large variety of events, and on the web you are free to create any event you may like 

to share. 

Motorcycle tour 

Any type of motorcycle roads can be found. Scenic, costal, mountain or holiday routes.  

RidePlan 

Use the motorcycle ride planner to make exactly the type of motorcycle route you want to ride. 

Navigation 

Turn-by-turn voice guided navigation is available as on in-app purchase. This will guide you on the motorcycle ride. 
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Selector showing main 

functions of Tourstart 

app 

Read some info 

about the app 

Selector 
Selector – spin to make your choice. The selector is designed as a fuel cap, and you click on the function you will like 

to use, whether it is to find a motorcycle event, motorcycle tour or to use the RidePlanner, or to use the voice guided 

turn-by-turn navigation. 
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Events in list form 

Search for events 

Home 

Click to go back to the selector 

Quick menu 

Showing main functions 

Event 
On Tourstart you can find motorcycle events from the entire world, read about the events and navigate to them. 
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1) Click on Events on 

the selector 

2) Zoom on the map 

to view events 

3) Click on events to 

get pre-view 

4) Click on pre-view to read 

all about the event 

Find an event 
Follow those steps to find the event you want to participate in. 
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Navigate to the event by 

click this icon 

Navigate to an event 
By a single click it is possible to navigate to an event. After clicking on the navigation symbol, the turn-by-turn 

navigation will start and you get directions to the event. 
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Tours in list form 

Home 

Click to go back to the 

selector 

Search for tours Tour type 

Select all Public of your own 

Private tours 

Tour 
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1) Click on Tour on the 

selector 

2) Zoom on the map to 

view tours 

3) Click on tour pointer 

to get pre-view 

4) Click on pre-view to read 

all about the tour 

Find a tour shared by Tourstart member 
Follow those steps to find a motorcycle which you want to ride. 
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Zoom to see start point of the tours 
Tours are found by zoom into the area of interest. At certain zoom level, the pointers becomes green, showing the 

start point of the tour. 
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Click on ”My” to see 

your own tours 

Find your own tours 
All your own tours are available on the app. Both Private tours and Public tours. 
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RidePlanner points in 

list form 

Home 

Click to go back to the selector 

Tour length and 

riding time 

RidePlanner point types: 

 Start 

 Via 

 End 

Click navigate to ride 

the RidePlan 

RidePlan 
The RidePlanner can be used worldwide to make motorcycle routes.  

 

 

 Undo / Redo 

 Address search 

 Share 

 Delete all RidePlan 

 Save RidePlan 
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1) Click on RidePlan 

on the selector 

2) Zoom on the map or 

search address and 

click “Start” 
3) Zoom on the map 

or search address and 

click “Via” 4) Zoom on the map and 

click “End” 

How to make a RidePlan 
A motorcycle RidePlanis made in a few steps. 
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Start turn-by-turn 

navigation 

How to navigate a RidePlan 
When finishing creating a RidePlan, navigation is started by clicking on “Navigation” symbol. 
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Ride progress bar 

Route and turn information 

Actual road name 

Speed in km/h or mi/h 

Arrival information 

Navigation 
Navigation is a turn-by-turn navigation with voice guidance.  
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1) Click on Navigation  

on the selector 

2) Functions of navigation is 

shown, and will be hidden 

after few seconds.  

Tab to view at any time. 

Home location and  

navigation history 

Stop navigation 

Search for address 

Navigation  
How to start navigation and functions. 
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1) Click Navigate on 

selected route 

2) Route shown 

from actual position 
3) Navigation with voice 

guidance 

Start 

navigation 

symbol 

Navigate a route 
Riding a motorcycle route is started in a few clicks. 
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Navigation showing riding information 
If no destination or route is selected, it is possible to see the speed and actual position on the map. 
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1) Click “Profile” on 

selector 

2) View your personal 

Tourstart profile. 

Profile 

View your profile and edit if required. 
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1) Click settings 

2) View Personal Info 

3) Select notification, 

language and units 

Settings Personal info 

Other: 

-Language 

-Units km/mi 

Notification setup 

-New Events 

-New Tours 

Profile settings 
Your personal profile and setting on Tourstart. 
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1) Menu on “More” 

2) Latest created 

tours 

3) Quick access to your 

private tour 

More 
On the “More” tab it is possible to get further information about latest created events and tour and list of “My Private 

Tours”.  
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Login 

Sign Up 

FAQ 

Create an account 
Create an account on Tourstart by click on “login” and “Sign up”. Hereafter you just need to follow the sequence. 
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Login 

Login 

Log in 
Login to create an RidePlan and see your motorcycle tour, is done by click on “Login” and then fill in the login 

credentials. 
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In app purchase 
The motorcycle app from Tourstart is free, however it is possible to purchase additional navigation function which is 

purchased as on a yearly basis. 
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Navigate 

Start and Stop 

actual navigaton 

Start navigation 
At any Event or Tour, it is possible to transfer gps data direct to the Navigation by a single click. In the Navigation the 

turn-by-turn navigation is started by click “Start” 
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Settings 

Select preferred 

unit 

Change between kilometer and miles 
Tourstart app can show distance in kilometer or miles.  
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Settings 

Select preferred 

language 

Change language 
Tourstart app is translated to English, German, Russian and Danish.  
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Settings 

Select preferred 

push notification 

Receive notifications 
Tourstart app can send you push noticifations.  
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Select 

”More” 

Edit 

Select tour 

Edit an existing Private Tour 
Edit in your existing “Private Tour” 
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Find an event 

and click 

Navigate 

Fastest route is 

shown.  

Start and Stop 

actual navigaton 

Plan ride to an event – option 1 
Ride the direct and fastest route to the event. 
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1) Find an event 

and click Navigate 

3) Set ”Start” and 

”Via” points 

2) Click ”Add 

to RidePlan” 

Plan ride to an event – option 2 
Plan your own route to the event. 
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Share functions: 

 Facebook 

 E-mail 

 QR code 

Share events, tours and rideplan’s 
Share events, tours and RidePlans is possible by a single click. 
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Web 

On ”My Page” click in ”Private 

tour” 

App 

On ”More” select ”Private Tour” 

Private Tour on web and app 
Private Tours are available on both web and app. Any change in the tour will be updated both on web and app 

instantly.  
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Select ”My” on 

Tours to view your 

Private and Public 

motorcycle tours 

Plan a route on the web and use on the iPhone 
It is possible to create a public or private tour on the web and view this instantly on the iPhone and with just a click it 

is possible to start navigation. 
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Some streets are missing 
Tourstart is using OpenStreetMap which is a map system made by a dedicated volunteer community, which you can 

also join as to update the maps. The OpenStreetMap is constantly improved and updated by its users, and Tourstart 

release new maps on a regular basis. As the OpenStreetMaps constantly improved and gets better and better, more 

and more areas will be covered. 

Transfer a route to a GPS 
It is not possible to transfer a motorcycle route from an iPhone/iPad to a conventional gps. 

Offline navigation 
We plan to make an offline version. Actually we are working on it, but cannot publish any release date. 

Can I use the same account on web and app 
Yes. Once you have a Tourstart account – you can use it for both web and app. 

I have some suggestions or comments – what to do? 
Great- we look forward to hear from you. Send us an e-mail on info@tourstart.org and we will reply instantly. 

Document revision 
This document were  made in August 2014 and changes may have occurred since Tourstart made this User Guide. 

mailto:info@tourstart.org

